1. Forest Hills Road entrance will be closed for entry; after ceremonies it will be opened for exit only.

2. Most of the traffic will be directed to the main entrance.

3. Traffic approaching campus from the south on Highway 107 may access the Baseball Lot from Speedwell Road.

4. The Creek Lot and Stadium Lot (green) parking will be available for cars displaying handicap permits.

5. Both ends of Catamount Road will be blocked, and only disabled persons, CatTran, the platform party, and emergency vehicles are allowed onto it.

6. The circle (red) behind the Ramsey Center will be used only for drop-off of disabled persons and CatTran unloading. No parking.

7. Five CatTran buses will be operating to shuttle people between the outlying lots and the Ramsey Center.

8. Local traffic needs to avoid campus if possible.